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Abstract

This work is devoted to planning and execution of
complex missions in Robotics. It is organized around a
complex mission:“Go around obstacles to the blackboard
and write” for mobile manipulators that have capabilities
of locomotion and manipulation. It is a simple and intuitive
example of a complex mission that relies on different sen-
sors, exhibits different operating modes and needs to switch
between different feedbacks and set-points. It is focused on
dynamical sequencing of control laws that ensures good
transients, robustness and allows to update the mission
at every transition from one mode to another. Simulation
have been realized withmatlab Simulinkand Stateflow
toolboxes and experimental validation has been developed
within the Genom controller on the h2bis nonholonomic
mobile manipulator.

I. Introduction

For many years, research community in robotics has pro-
posed numerous solutions allowing manipulators and, more
recently,mobile manipulators to solve specific tasks. In
the literature, contributions concerning the motion in free
space of the end-effector, whose location is denotedξ, are
clearly separated from the ones dealing with constrained
motion for which contact forcef is imposed together
with ξ. In the first ones, it is assumed that no contact
force can occur whereas the second category considers
that the contact is realized from the beginning. Regarding
manipulators, many modeling issues – at dynamic and
kinematic level – and related control schemes can be found
in reference textbooks [15], [14], [9]. Methods and models
have also been proposed to deal with the control of mobile
manipulators. Modeling issues can be found in [2], [4] and
control issues are exposed in [16], [18].

Thus, the approach generally adopted when considering
a complex problem is to decompose it in a sequence of
elementary subproblems, and then to solve independently
each subproblem. This approach has the merit to permit the
study of each step of the sequence in a simple way since
it disregards the other steps. It is particularly suited when
the environment can be adapted to the task and when this
task is repetitive enough to deservead hoc tuning. These
features are usual in an industrial framework that requires
a low versatility of the robotic system.

Now, new directions, both in service and manufactur-
ing robotics, lead to embed these techniques in missions
where uncertainty and variability are much more impor-
tant. Wheeled locomotion, for instance, naturally produces
positioning uncertainty. Environment is less calibrated and
tasks are less repetitive. At the same time, it seems per-
tinent to build the solution from the library of classical
methods by chaining them dynamically. So, it is necessary
to adapt and combine existing strategies for local tasks in
order to realize complex missions with good transients.

Even if the objectives of our work are more general,
the work presented here is sufficiently rich to point out
problems and features of a more generic complex mission
in robotics. It is organized around one kind of mission:
From an imposed end-effector location, a free space end-
effector motion among obstacles is followed by a trajectory
tracking over a surface along which a normal force is
imposed,
and around one kind of system:A nonholonomic mobile
manipulator, kinematically redundant, built from a serial
arm mounted on a wheeled mobile platform. This system is
equipped with a force sensor that measures contact forces
at the end-effector.

At the end of the paper, simulation illustrates how the
same approach allow to follow a real-time interactively
imposed end-effector motion.

We made the choice of a description based on the
Hybrid Dynamical Systems formalism where switchings
among a finite number of modes occur when particular
events are detected. Modes are linked to different set-
points and control laws. The emphasis is made on the
dynamical nature of the sequence of elementary modes and
more particularly on the contact transition problem (i. e.
transition from free space to constrained effector motion).
This issue has been emphasized very early for manipulators
[12] but only a little number of authors has actually studied
it (e. g. [10], [7], [17]). These works mainly deal with
stability issues and impact modeling. Recently, Yu and
Pagilla [20] have presented a method that allows to cope
with geometric uncertainties of the contact surface location.
Doh et al. [5] have also proposed a specific control law
that aims at avoiding large bounces during hard contact
transitions. With regard to mobile manipulators, the contact
transition problem is an emerging field of research that
has not been extensively studied yet. Nonetheless, one can
refer to the work of Nagataniet al. [11] focused on static
chaining of primitives (“Open the door”) but also to the



work of Kanget al. [8] focused on the utilization of inertial
effect when controlling holonomic mobile manipulators.

II. Structuring and planning the mission

In our approach a mission is described by:

• k modes or local tasks,
• a switching pattern that describes the sequencing of

the local tasks.

The switching pattern can be represented using a finite state
machine. States corresponds to modes and transitions are
activated by events: time elapsed or detection of a sensor
threshold value. Using this formal description and the
mission parameters, a first off-line planning step leads to
“a perfect plan” that describes the ideal temporal evolution
of the variables to control (i. e. the set-points or trajectories
to track) and contains the calculated threshold values and
time windows needed to define the transition conditions
between modes. A state machine is then instantiated with
these values. During the mission, this instantiated state
machine creates indicators used to switch between the
different phases of the plan and among a set of control
schemes. At each transition, the “perfect plan” is updated
thanks to the different signals and values of the variables
describing the mission (e. g. the relative situation of the
end-effector in the environment frame is updated at contact
time).

This update allows to cope with uncertainties due to
poor parameter estimations of both the robot (drift of
the platform, sensors resolution) and the environment.
Thus, transition from a task to the following one occurs
asynchronously but in a predictable time (or space) interval.
Any large drift in the transition date or in the value of a
controlled variable corresponds to an anomaly that cannot
be interpreted as the result of these uncertainties and leads
to a premature stop of the mission.

III. Modeling of a mobile manipulator

We consider the case of mobile manipulator composed
of a mobile platform with two independent driving wheels
and a serial manipulator withnb joints. Such a system is
depicted on figure 2 in a planar version or on figure 1 in
a 3−dimensional version. This latter is the one used for
the experiments. It has velocity controlled joints with high
ratio gear reduction (i. e. the torque at each joints cannot
directly be controlled) and so needs to rely on kinematic
control schemes. Thus, we hereafter present some kinemat-
ics modeling results regarding mobile manipulators based
on Bayleet al. work [2], [3]. We also shortly introduce the
inertia matrix of this kind of mobile manipulator. Indeed,
we later show that a rough estimation of the parameters of
this matrix can be useful for a better control of the robot
during transition from free space to contact.

Fig. 1. H2bis: a 3−dimensional mobile manipulator.

A. Mobile manipulator kinematics

The configuration of such a mobile manipulator is
completely defined using vectorq = [ qb qp ]T

where qb = [ qb1 . . . qbnb ]T and qp =
[ θr θl xOp

yOp
ϑ ]T respectively represents

the manipulator configuration and the platform
configuration. Its end-effector situation (i. e. situation
of REE = (OEE , ~xEE , ~yEE , ~zEE) in R = (O, ~x, ~y, ~z))
can be described using a minimal set of parameters
ξ = [ ξ1 . . . ξm]T . ξ is expressed as a non linear
function of q. Differentiating it, the relation betweeṅξ
and q̇ is given by:

ξ̇ = J(q)q̇ with J(q) a m× n matrix andn = nb + 5.
(1)

In addition, the components oḟq are constrained by
the nonholonomy of the platform (i. e. the wheels can
not slip). Then, one can define a vectoru = [ ub up]
of independent parameters (i. e. taking the nonholonomic
constraints into account) such as:

q̇ = T (q)u. (2)

Defining J(q) as:

J(q) = J(q)T (q), (3)

equation (1) becomes :

ξ̇ = J(q)u. (4)

Equation (4) completely describes the mobile manipulator
kinematics. This model is calledinstantaneous posture
kinematic modelin [1]. A natural choice foru ∈ Rn̄

(n̄ = nb + 2) is ub = qb and up can be chosen as
[ θ̇r θ̇l ]T or [ v ω]T . v and ω are respectively the
linear and angular velocities of the platform and when no
slipping actually occurs, one can verify that:[

θ̇r

θ̇l

]
=

[
− 1

r − b
r

1
r − b

r

] [
v
ω

]
. (5)

Whenm < n̄, the mobile manipulator is said to be kine-
matically redundant. This property provides the capability



Fig. 2. A planar mobile manipulator.

to choose a particular kinematic control vectoru among
those giving the prescribed end-effector velocityξ̇ by using
the relation:

u = J(q)]ξ̇ + (I − J(q)]J(q))z, (6)

whereJ(q)] is any generalized inverse ofJ(q) and z
any n̄× 1 vector.

Access to the kinematic redundancy of the system is
given by the second right-hand term of equation (6) also
called the internal motion control term since it does not
provide any end-effector motion.

Remark 1:A particular set of generalized inverse of
J(q) is called generalized pseudo-inverses. Whenm ≤
n̄ and rank(J(q)) = m, these generalized inverse are
defined as:

J(q)? = M−1
x J(q)T [J(q)M−1

x J(q)T ]−1, (7)
whereMx ∈ Rn̄×n̄ is a positive definite symmetric matrix.
ReplacingJ(q)] by J(q)? in (6) leads to the solution
minimizing theMx−weighted euclidean norm of(u− z).
For Mx = I, J(q)? is called the pseudo-inverse or
right inverse of matrixJ(q). It is usually denotedJ(q)+.
Detailed results and proofs regarding generalized inversion
are presented in [6].

B. Mobile manipulator inertia

Using Lagrange’s technique to derive the dynamic model
of the mobile manipulator and choosingup = [ θ̇r θ̇l ]T

as control vector for the platform, we obtain an inertia
matrix with the following structure:

A(qb) =
[

Ap + Abp(qb) Ab/p(qb)
Ap/b(qb) Ab(qb)

]
, (8)

where:

• Ap is the platform inertia matrix which is independent
of its configuration,

• Ab(qb) is the manipulator inertia matrix,
• Abp(qb) is a coupling term due to the influence of the

arm on the inertia of the platform,
• and Ab/p(qb) and Ap/b(qb) are the coupling terms

representing the influence of each subsystem motion
on the other.

Yamamoto has shown in [18], using simulations, the
prevalence of the effect of the platform motion on the
manipulator.

C. Operational kinematic control

Operational kinematic control uses a two stages control
structure. The first stage is at the actuator level. Each
actuator has its own velocity control loop. In our case,
these controllers are digital PID regulators. The second
stage is at end-effector level. Givenξ̇

∗
andξ∗ desired end-

effector speed and situation to track, and a positive definite
weighting matrixWreg, the control vector defined by:

u = J(q)](ξ̇
∗
+ Wreg(ξ∗− ξ)) + (I − J(q)]J(q))z, (9)

ensures an asymptotic decreasing ofe = ξ∗ − ξ toward
0.

In order to take advantage of the kinematic redundancy
of the system, we can determinez such as to minimize a
scalar functionP(q), also calledpotential function. The
“steepest descent”local optimization method consists in
choosingq̇ such as:

q̇ + Wgrad∇P(q) = 0, (10)

whereWgrad ∈ Rn×n is a positive definite weighting
matrix and∇P(q) is the gradient ofP(q). This choice
ensures an evolution of the system configuration tending to
locally minimizeP(q). However,q̇ components have to be
independent which is not the case for a mobile manipulator.
Thus, one have to adapt this method as done in [1]. This
adaptation leads to choosez as:

z = −T (q)+Wgrad∇P(q). (11)

D. Hybrid speed / force controller

The hybrid speed / force controller is a modified version
of the well known work presented in [13].

Once the contact established, the robot’s end-effector
cannot independently exert a displacement and a force in
the same direction. One has to choose the direction to
be position or speed controlled and the direction to be
force controlled.~nc being the unit vector normal to the
environment surface at contact point, a smart choice fort
the reference frameR is ~x = −~nc. Thus, one can create
a m×m diagonal selection matrixS where ones or zeros
are placed on the diagonal respectively to indicate whether
the component ofξ corresponding to the line inS is speed
or force controlled. The control vector is then calculated
as the sum of three terms:



u = us + uf + ur, (12)

with:
us = J(q)]Sξ̇s, (13)

uf = J(q)](I − S)ξ̇f , (14)

ur = (I − J(q)]J(q))z. (15)

ξ̇s andξ̇f are the control vectors whose simple versions
are given by:

ξ̇s = ξ̇
∗

+ Wregs(ξ
∗ − ξ), (16)

and:
ξ̇f = Wregf

(f∗ − f), (17)

whereWregs
andWregf

are two positive definite weight-
ing matrices.

E. Use of redundancy

We expose here a set of functions to optimize using the
internal motion. Many other functions may be used but
these ones seem to be relevant according to the considered
mission.

1) Manipulability maximization:The manipulability no-
tion was first introduced for manipulators (cf. [19] for a
detailed presentation of this notion) but was also extended
to mobile manipulators in [3]. The different manipulabil-
ity measures are quantitative indicators representing the
ease to instantly move the end-effector in any direction.
Maximizing any of these indicators tends to avoid singular
configuration of the system and thus to avoid high joints
speed.

2) Impact force reduction:During the transition tasks, it
is interesting to re-configure the mobile manipulator using
internal motion so as to give it good inertial properties.
Results concerning holonomic mobile manipulators are
presented in [8]. The notion of impulse forcêF is used
in[17] and is defined as:

F̂ = lim
∆t→0

∫ t+∆t

t

f(s)ds, (18)

where t is the impact time. Using the dynamic model
of the system (i. e. the model establishing the relation
between physical effects of motion, actuating torques and
contact forces at end-effector level), the magnitudeF̂ of
F̂ is expressed as:

F̂ =
−(1 + e)vT

impactnc

nT
c C(q)nc

. (19)

vT
impact is defined as the linear speed of the end-effector

at the impact time,e is the restitution coefficient (i. e. a
physical characteristic of the contact). Using equation (8),
one can define the pseudo-inertia matrix of the system as:

Λ(q) =
(
J(q)A(qb)−1J(q)T

)−1
. (20)

Fig. 3. Writing on a board with a mobile manipulator

Λ(q) represents the part of the system inertia having ef-
fects on the end-effector motion.C(q) is a matrix extracted
from Λ(q)−1 that corresponds to linear acceleration terms
in Λ(q)−1.

To minimize F̂ , one can:

• plan a low impact speed but uncertainties in the plan
execution lead to higher values of impact speed than
the planned one,

• maximize, using internal motion,nT
c C(q)nc which is

configuration dependent. It directly acts on the inertial
properties of the manipulator.

3) Collision avoidance:Techniques to avoid obstacles
have extensively been studied in the case of mobile robots.
However, the problem to solve here depends on the nature
of the task to perform. Is the goal to follow an obstacle
(like during a writing task on the wall) or to go around an
obstacle (like in free space end-effector motion). Different
potential functions have been defined depending on what
kind of collision avoidance is expected.

IV. Experimental system and simulation re-
sults

The "go to the blackboard and write" mission has been
validated on the experimental mobile manipulator (see 3)
and impact reduction has been shown experimentally.

In this paper, the focus is more on simulation results. In
simulation, this mission has been realized in a robust man-
ner with obstacles. Also, a joystick demo has been realized
that allow for real-time setpoint generation. We hereafter
detail the experimental and simulation frameworks and we
then present some results obtained using the simulator.

A. Experimental framework

The mobile platform is actuated using two independent
driving wheels (i. e. an HILARE type platform). The



manipulator is a 6R serial arm called GT6A. The whole
system is controlled using on board calculators equipped
with the real time operating systemVxWorkssystem and
running onMotorola 68000andApple Power PCcards.

Localization devices such as ultrasonic sensors, a teleme-
ter and a black and white camera are present on the
system. Of course, we could use those sensors. However
uncertainty associated to the kind of mission we study
would still be present. So, to clearly delimit the framework
of this study, we chose to rely only on the platform’s
odometer system, the manipulator’s incremental coders and
a 6−axis GIROBOforce / torque sensor.

Control algorithms are implemented usingGenom, a
generator of software control modules developed, as well
as the robot, in theRIA team of the LAAS laboratory.
At actuator level, the control sampling time is5ms (the
smaller one admitted by the control modules) whereas at
operational level we chose it to be either10 or 20ms. Force
sensor bandwidth is100Hz.

B. Simulation framework

The simulator has been developed usingMatlab and
Simulink.

1) Robot: The robot is modeled at kinematic and dy-
namic level as a continuous system. Actuators (dc motors)
are modeled as second order linear systems and we take
into account load torques due to dynamic effects of motion
or due to contact. We also take into account saturations of
the actuators.

2) Sensors:Only the noise and inaccuracy of the force
sensor are modeled. Force signal is sampled with a period
of 10ms to reflect the effects of its limited bandwidth.

3) Contact: Contact between the end-effector and the
environment is locally modeled either as a {spring //
damper} system (i. e. Kelvin-Voigt visco-elastic model) or
as a spring system. When running simulations, we consider
that the values of the parameters characterizing the contact
are unknown or poorly estimated.

4) Controllers: Actuators’ controllers are modeled as
digital PID regulators whose sampling time is5ms. The
operational level controller is also implemented as a digital
controller. We consider its sampling time as an off-line
tunable parameter whose minimum value is10ms.

C. Simulation results

System depicted on figure 2 is chosen for simula-
tion. ξ is chosen as the end-effector position andu =
[ θ̇r θ̇l q̇b1 q̇b2]T . The reference frame is attached to
the blackboard whose surface is defined by equationx = 0.
Thus,f is defined as the vector whose components are the
normal and tangential force to the blackboard. Once the
contact established, the normal direction is force controlled

whereas the tangential direction is speed controlled. So, the
selection matrixS is given by:

S =
[

1 0
0 0

]
.

1) Simulation 1: go to the blackboard among obstacles
and write: Here the end-effector motion is imposed and the
mobile base has to avoid low obstacles reactively. There is
only a local information about the location and number
of obstacles. The dynamic sequencing scheme switchs
automatically between indices : manipulability, obstacle
avoidance, inertia, ... The imposed end-effector motion is
made of the two blue straight lines and the path of the
middle of the rear axle of the mobile base is depicted in
red.

2) Simulation 2: interactive joystick :Here, the control
scheme is used interactively since the end-effector velocity
is imposed in real time. Again, the real-time imposed end-
effector motion is in blue whereas the path of the middle
of the rear axle of the mobile base is depicted in red.
This simulation shows the robustness of the control scheme
and the ability to realize totally reactive behaviour with a
nonholonomic mobile manipulator. In particular, cusps or
manoeuvers are automatically generated.

V. Conclusion

The aim of this study was to propose a method to
obtain dynamic task sequencing for nonholonomic mobile
manipulators. The method is based on the decomposition
of complex mission in elementary tasks to sequence. A
particular attention is paid to transition phases. A simulator,
taking into account the physical system’s constraints, was
developed and allows to test different control structures
and schemes. The obtained results show the efficiency of
the proposed method. In particular, a smart use of the
kinematic redundancy of the system allows to correctly
control the contact transition phase. The principle of the
proposed approach was validated using simulation and has
been confirmed experimentaly on robotH2bis.
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